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Attending,SeeingandKnowingin Blindsight

Robert W. Kentridge, CharlesA. Heywood, and LawrenceWeiskrantz
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Blindsight is the term coined by Weiskrantz(seeWeiskrantzet al. 1974)to describe
the condition in which subjectswith damageto their primary visual cortex are able to
perfonn simplevisual tasksin the area of visual spacecorrespondingto their braindamagewhile maintaining that they haveno visual experiencethere.In other words,
they retain somevisual abilities in an area where they report that they are phenomenally blind. This dissociationbetweenconsciousexperienceand visual performance
is usuallyrevealedin forced-choicetasksinvolving discriminationsof simplestimulus
propertiessuch as location, contrast, orientation, color and so on. However, while
conductingan experimentmappingthe areaof onesubject'sresidualvision (Kentridge
et al. 1997),we recentlychancedupon an exception.In this experimentthe subject
had to decidewhich of two tones was accompaniedby a flashing spot of light. By
examininghow his performancevaried as the spot of light was presentedin different
positionswe could map the areaover which his blindsightextended.Quite by chance,
during one of the breaksin testingthe subject(known as GY) remarkedthat he had
just realisedthat the stimuli were sometimesbeing presentedwell above the horizontal and so now he was trying to pay attention higher up in his blind visual field.
This is an extraordinaryremark sinceone'sintuition is that it is attention that gives
rise to consciousness.
Our subjectiveexperienceis that we are most consciousof that
part of the world to which we are attending. This apparently close relationship
betweenattention and consciousness
was remarkedupon from the birth of modern
psychology(see,for example,James[890], Wundt [1912Dand still influencesmany
modem theories of consciousness.
We followed the observationup in a seriesof
experimentsdesignedto establishexactly which aspectsof attention continue to
function in the blind region of GY's visual field. Theseexperimentsare reportedin
detail elsewhere(Kentridge et al., submitted),in the presentchapterwe will briefly
summarizetheir results and then consider their implications for theories of consciousness
and the central basesof visual attention.
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Attention has beenstudied,subdividedand categorizedextensively(see,e.g.,Pashler
1998).Two aspectsof attention may influenceawareness.First, the nature of the
stimulusto which we are attending-are we simply attending to a specificlocation
within the visual field or are we looking out for objectswith a particular property,for
examplered things?Second,how was our attentioninitially directed-did we decide
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to attend voluntarily or did somethingunexpectedor suddencatch our attention by
itself? Both of theseaspectsof attention, the nature of its objectiveand the nature of
its control, have featuredin modern theorieslinking attention and consciousness.
Milner and Goodale(1996)suggested
that we are consciousof stimuli that match a
property to which we are attending,in other words, attention in the serviceof object
identification gives rise to awareness.In contrast, stimuli appearingat an attended
In other words, attention in
spatiallocation do not necessarilygive rise to awareness.
the serviceof object location neednot give rise to awareness.
On the basisof neuropsychologicalevidenceMilner and Goodale identify processesleading to object
identificationwith pathwaysleavingthe primary visual cortex and passingventrally
toward inferotemporalcortex.In contrast,processes
associatedwith directingactions
toward objects,and hencewith their spatial characteristics,with pathways leaving
the visualcortexand passingdorsallytoward the parietalcortex(seefigure 13.1).
Posner(1994)has suggestedthat a dissociationbetweenattention and awareness
can also be made in terms of the nature of attentionalcontrol. The voluntary direction of attention, in which memoriesare invoked in order to guide attention, is
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Figurel3.l
On leavingthe visual cortex at the rear of the brain (on the right in this figure) visual information passes
along a dorsal streamreachingthe parietalcortexand a ventral streamreachingthe temporallobe. Milner
and Goodaleproposethat the dorsalstreamis involvedin processingvisual stimuli in the serviceof action
whereasthe ventral streamis involvedin the processof identifyingobjects.
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associatedwith awareness,whereasautomatic direction of attention. in which a
sensorystimuluscapturesattentionfor the processingof subsequentstimuli, can take
placewithout awareness.
Using brain-imagingPosneridentifiesthe voluntary control
of attentionwith activity in anterior cingulateand dorsolateralprefrontal cortex and
automaticdirection of attentionwith parietal cortex (seefigure 13.2).
It should be clear that Milner and Goodale'sand Posner'sproposalsare not in
conflict with one another,they are, however,not entirely orthogonal.The automatic
directionof attentionis almostinevitably spatialwhereasattentioncan be voluntarily
directedeither on the basisof location or object features.Our experimentsaddressed
the questionof whether attention could be automatically or voluntarily directedto
target locations within the scotomaof a blindsight patient. It has been found that
blindsight patientscan exhibit different modesof awarenesswithin their scotomata.
In addition to blindsight, the presenceof residualvisual function with no acknowledgedawareness,thesepatients also sometimesreport awarenessof eventswithin
their scotoma.This awarenessis not accompaniedby report of normal visual experience,rather, it is describedas a sensethat "somethinghappened,"that a stimulus
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Figure13.2
Posneridentifiesa number of different brain areasinvolved in voluntary and automatic attention. The
posteriorparietal cortex is implicatedin the automaticdirection of attention. Both the dorsolateralprefrontal cortex and the anterior cingulateare involved in the voluntary control of attention.The anterior
cingulatedoesnot lie on the surfaceofthe brain, rather it lieson the brain'smedialsurfacejustforward of
and abovethe comuscallosum.
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gives rise to "awareness, but you don't see it," that decisions are not being based
purely on guesswork. This "aware" mode of perception can be produced using
moving or transient stimuli of high contrast (see,e.g., Weiskrantz et al. 1995).The
ability to manipulate awarenessin a blindsight patient without producing any report
of visual qualia allowed us to investigatethe role of awarenessin both the automatic
and voluntary direction of attention.
Attention without Awarenessin Blindsight
We used Posner's attentional cueing paradigm (Posner 1980) to assessthe effectsof
various cues on GY's reaction time to stimuli presentedwithin his scotoma. GY's
task was to determine whether or not a tone was accompanied by a visual target
presented within his scotoma. A cue preceded each trial that usually indicated the
likely location of a subsequentvisual target. One some trials, however, the cue signalled an incorrect location. If the cues were being used to direct attention then we
would expect to find significantly quicker reaction times on trials where the cue indicated the correct location compared to those from trials where the cue was mrsleading. In addition to measuring the effectsof cueing on his reaction time we could
also assessGY's accuracy in discriminaing the presenceof targets. The possibilitl
that reaction-time advantagesproduced by cueing were due to changesin strategr.
trading-off accuracy for speedrather than gaining a speedadvantagewith no loss of
accuracyby virtue ofattending to the target location, could be discountedifreactiontime advantagesare not accompaniedby decreasesin discrimination accuracy.
First we established that GY could indeed direct attention within his scotoma
using cuesthat we presentedin an undamaged area of his visual field pointing toward
target locations in his blind field (the sequenceof stimuli used in this experiment and
those about to be desribed are shown in figure 13.3).We then went on to assessthc
role of awarenessin voluntary and automatic direction of spatial attention. All cues
were now presentedwithin GY's scotoma, as were the targets.We manipulated GY':
awarenessof cuesby using two different cue contrasts.In one set of experimentscue:
(apart from the misleading ones) and targets were presentedat the same locations.
These cues could automatically direct attention to the target location. In a second
set of experiments we instructed GY that when a cue appeared at one location it
indicated that a target was likely to appear at a secondspecifiedlocation. Appropriate direction of attention relied on recall of this instruction and so was necessarill
voluntary automatic engagementof attention to the location of the cue would noi
aid detection of the tarset. which was at another location in these exoeriments.\i'.-
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Figure13,3
Stimulussequences
usedin eachtrial. Panela showsthe sequencein the experimentusing centrallypresentedarrow cues.The left frame at the bottom illustratesa trial whereno targetwaspresented,the middle
frame one where the target was presentedin the location indicatedby the cue and the right frame one
whereit was presentedat the other, invalid, location.The sequences
usedin the other experimentswhere
the cueswereperipherallypresenteddiscsare shownin panelb. In this examplethe upper location is cued
and the left, middle and right frames again illustrate target-absent,valid and invatdly cued target trials
respectively.The displayswere identical in the experinents where peripheral cueshad to be interpreted in
the light of a rule relating cue and target location. The only diflerence being that in these experiments,
rather that the cue indicating the location at which a subsequenttarget is most likely to appear,it now
indicatesthat the target is more likely to appear at the other of the two possiblelocations.For these
experimentsif the cue appearedat the upper location (asin panel b) then the left, rniddleand right frames
at the bottom would illustratetarget-absent,
invalidly and validly cuedtargettrials respectively.

found that GY could only direct his attentionvoluntarily with high contrastcuesthat
producedreportsof awarenesson nearly all trials. GY's attentioncould, however,be
directedautomaticallyregardlessof the cue-contrast.Theseresultsare summarisedin
figure 13.4.
Anatomical Basesfor Blindsight
What implications do theseresults have for our understandingof the anatomy of
attention, awarenessand qualia? GY's scotoma resultedfrom a road accidenthe
suffered aged 8. The accident produced a unilateral occipital lesion, apparently
restrictedto striatecortex (areaVl) as revealedby neuroimaging(Blythe et al. 1987,
Barbur et al. 1993).There are a number of possiblebasesfor GY's residualvision
given this lesion.One suggestion(Campion et al. 1983,Fendrich et al. 1995)is that
the damageto GY's striatecortex is incompleteand his residualvision dependsupon
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Figure 13.4
Each panel shows reaction times (o) and the discrimination measure A' (bars) for valid and invalid cues.
Analyses were conducted on a block by block basis. A' scores for valid and invalid cues were calculated
from all trials in each block. An average reaction time was calculated for each cueing condition, in each
block, from all trials in which a target was correctly identified as being present, after discarding anticipatory responses(RT < 100 ms) and mis-hits of the buttons (RT > 2000 ms). The measures were entered into
analyses of variance with the repeated-measuresfactor "Cue-validity" for experiment I and the additional
independent-samples factor'Cue-contrast' for the other two experiments. Panel a shows results for centrally presentedarrow cues:RT F(1,5) :20.13, p < 0.01; A' F(1,5) :2.57 ns. Panelsb and c show results
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small patchesof sparedcortex within the volume of the apparentlesion.There are a
number of reasonsto doubt this explanation.First the area of GY's residualvision
did not appear patchy when mapped using proceduresto eliminate possiblecon(Kentridge et al. 1997).Second,functional magfounding effectsof eye-movements
netic resonanceimaging of brain activity in another blindsight patient showedthat
stimuli presentedin his blind field did not produceany detectableactivation of primary visual cortex but did result in an increasein activity in extrastiratevisual areas
(Stoerig et al. 1998).This evidenceshows that blindsight cannot be a purely sub.
cortical phenomenon.Blindsight may, under some circumstances,be mediated by
pathways that reach extrastriatecortical areas without passing through primary
visual cortex. There are two possiblesources,direct projectionsfrom the lateral geniculatenucleusto areasY2and V4 (Coweyand Stoerig1989)and projections,possibly via the superiorcolliculus,to the pulvinar and on to areasMT (Standageand
Benvenuto1983)and V4 (Ungerleiderand Desimone1986).
10 =
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0 8 .C

Anatomical Basesfor Attention
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How could thesepotential sourcesof residualfunction in blindsight link up with the
anatomiesof voluntary and automatic attention?Should we be surprisedthat attention can be directedin the absenceof primary visual cortex?An elegantexperiment
by He et al. (1996)showedthat the after-effectsof looking at a pattern with a particular orientation in a particular location and the ability to attend to just that location could be dissociated.The range over which the after-effectoccurredwas much
smaller than the distance over which distactors items could be suppressedin an
attentional task. The scaleover which the after-effectand the focus of attention act
are likely to dependon the receptivefield sizesof cellsin the brain areasthat mediate
thesetwo processes.As the after-effectis known to be due adaptation in primary
visual cortex and the scaleover which the focusof attentionoperatesis differentfrom
the scaleover which the after effectoperatesit is unlikely that attentionalselectionis
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Figure13.4(continued)
for direct indication of target location with high (panel b) and low (panel c) contrastcues.RT analysis:
cue-validityF(1,13):16.76,p>0.001,cue-contrastF<l,interactionF<1A'analysis:cue-validity
F(1,13):1.90, ns, cue-contrast
F< 1, interaction
F(1,13):1.29, ns. Panelsd and e showresultsfor
indirectindication of targetlocation with high (paneld ) and low (panele) contrastcues.RT analysis:cuevalidityF(I, 19): 19.65,o > 0.0001,cue-contrast
F(I, 19):25.99,o < 0.0001,interactionF(I, 19):9.29,
p < 0.0001.The simplemain effect of cue-validityis significantfor high contrastcues(F(1, 19):22.79,
p < 0.001)but not low contrast ones(F < l). A' analysis:cue-validityF(1, 19): 13.08,p < 0.005,cuecontrastF < 1, interaction
F(1,19):5.11, p < 0.05.
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occurring is primary visual cortex. This aspect of their conclusion is unsurprising
since it has been known since the mid 1980s that attention modulates neuronal
activity in extrastriate cortex but has little effect on striate cortex (Moran and Desimone 1985).The key conclusion of the He et al. paper, however, is that is "that the
attentional filter acts in one or more higher visual cortical areas to restrict the availability of visual information to conscious awareness" (p. 335). We show that this
cannot be the case.Attentional selectioncan take place without awareness.so selection per se, is not sufficient for awareness.
There is more to attention than selection.Consider the stepsinvolving attention in
our experimental designsusing peripheral cues. Initially, as the subject's attention is
not directed to either of the target locations, the appearanceof a cue in the periphery
must capture attention, disengagingit from its current focus. Once attention has been
captured by the cue, attention must be redirected to its new focus. This redirection
may be automatic or voluntary. The newly redirected focus of attention must now
selectivelyenhancethe processingof stimuli that match the focus of attention (in this
case, location). The consequencesof this enhanced processingmay be an increased
likelihood of perceiving the attended stimulus or a predisposition to act in response
to it.
The posterior parietal lobe is clearly implicated in the capture of attention. Hemispatial neglect is a neuropsychologicaldisorder usually causedby unilateral damage
to the parietal lobe. Although parietal syndrome may have many components,
including somatosensoryand oculomotor deficits (see,e.g., Cole et al. 1962, Ishiai
et al. 1979) its most studied aspect is patients inability to redirect their attention to
the visual hemifield contralateral to their lesion (Posner et al. 1984).This attentional
component has been specificallyassociatedwith lesionsof the inferior parietal lobule
(Galletti eI al. 1997). Electrophysiological studies in monkeys have shown that
attending to a location at which subsequenttargets are likely to appear reducesthe
sensitivity of a majority of parietal neurons (in area 7a) to stimuli (Steinmetz et al.
1994) at the attended location. The implication is that the sensitivity of neurons in
nonattended locations is enhanced in order to allow peripheral events to capture
attention. Posterior parietal cortex receivesmany projections from the pulvinar (see,
e.g., Asanuma et al. 1985)in addition to those from striate and extrastriate cortex. It
is reasonableto assumethat it can be activated in blindsisht in the absenceof striate
cortex.
The automatic redirection of attention to the location at which a cue appeared
may not require control by areas beyond parietal cortex. Activity in parietal areas
is revealed by PET studies in tasks both voluntary and automatic attention (e.g.,
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Corbetta et al. 1993).Constantinidisand Steinmetz(1996)showedthat during the
interval betweenthe presentationof cue and target,when no stimuluswas therefore
present,activity in a subpopulationof neuronswithin area 7a of parietal cortex of
monkeyswas elevatedin the region correspondingto the cue's location. The relationship betweenthe set of neuronswhosesensitivityis suppressed
onceattentionhas
beencapturedby a stimulusand the set of neuronswhoseactivity is enhancedis not
known. Thesestudiesindicate that the automatic redirection of attention may not
requirecontrol from areasbeyondthe parietal lobe. This is not the casewhen attention must be voluntarily redirected.In this casethe new focus of attention is depends
on interpretingcuesin the light of somerememberedrule or meaning.When tasksin
which attention is automaticallyengagedare comparedto thoserequiring voluntary
control differencesin PET are found in frontal areasbut not parietal ones.Corbetta
et al. (1993)report activation of superiorfrontal cortex and anterior cingulatecortex
in voluntary but not in automatictasks.
In 1985Moran and Desimone(1985)reportedthat cellsin cortical areaY4 and in
the inferior temporal cortex of monkeysrespondedmuch more strongly to stimuli
when the monkeyswere attendingto them than when the stimuli werebeingignored.
The enhancementof the responseof a specificsubsetof cellsis a very good candidate
for the selectivemechanismof attention. SinceMoran and Desimone's(1985)paper
similar selectiveenhancements
have been reported in a number of visual areas,for
example,MT and MST (Treue and Maunsell 1996),Vl (striatecortex),V2, y4
(Motter 1993).There is somecontroversyover evidencefor attention modulation of
responsivityin striate cortex. Motter (1993) reports attentional modulation when
using large number of distractorswhereasMoran and Desimone(1985)failed to find
any. Although selectionmay take placein Vl, it probably operatesmore strongly in
extrastriateareas,particularly V4 (Desimoneand Duncan 1995).Given the fact that,
among the many thalamo-corticalconnectionsthat bypassstriate cortex, there are
projectionsfrom both the LGN and the pulvinar to V4 we should not be surprised
that attentionalselectioncan operatein blindsight.
Awareness,Control and Qualia
The evidenceoutlined aboveis compatiblewith the capture,redirectionand selection
mechanismof attention in biindsight. Remember,however,that all of this is occurring without normal visual experience.One of the most curiousfeaturesof attention
in blindsightis its voluntary control in responseto cueswithin the blind field. Although
this was only effectivewhen GY reportedawarenessof stimuli, he still deniednormal
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visual experienceof them. Although he was awareof stimuli he did not "see" them.
As we have seen,studiesof voluntary attention suggestthat it involves prefrontal
areas,in particulardorsolateralprefrontalcortexand anteriorcingulatecortex.Willed
action (Frith et al. l99l), spatial memory (Ungerleideret al. 1998)and the suppression of habitual responsesto rememberedinstructions(Jahanshahiet al. 1998)have
also all beenassociatedwith activity in dorsolateralprefrontal cortex. Dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex has also beenshownto be activein GY when he reportsawareness
of a stirnulusbut not when he makes successfuldiscriminationswithout awareness
(Sahraieet al. 1997),although superiorcolliculus and medial and orbital prefrontal
corticesare activatedin this unawareblindsightmode.It thereforeappearsthat while
the involvementof dorsolateralprefrontal cortex in the voluntary direction of attention may give rise to awareness,on its own it doesnot give rise to visual qualia, but
rather to a feeling of knowing free from qualia, what James(1890) referredto as
(seeMangan 1993for a modern review of this concept).This
fringe consciousness
is sufficientto allow the retrieval of a rule from memory and a
fringe consciousness
resultantattentional modulation of responsesto targets,but, it doesnot give rise to
visual qualia. This awarenessis sufficientfor control but not experience.Although
awarenessof visual cuesdefinedby luminancecontrastmay be mediatedby activity
reachingdorsolateralprefrontal cortex by a route that bypassesstriate cortex, the
experienceof visual qualia is not completewithout striatecortex.
We can draw the following conclusions.
. Attention can be directedto locationswithin the scotomaof a blindsightpatient.
. Attention can be directedby cueswithin the scotomaof a blindsightpatient.
. Although the automatic direction of attention neednot be associatedwith awareness,the voluntary direction of attention requiresawareness.
. Thereis no conflict betweencurrent understandingof the anatomyof attentionand
both voluntary and automaticcontrol of attention bypassingstriatecortex.
. The activation of dosrolateralprefrontal cortex in GY's awaremode revealedwith
functional magnetic resonanceimaging by Sahraieet al. (1997) and the selective
involvementof dosrolateralprefrontal cortex in voluntary but not automaticcontrol
of attention indicate that GY's "aware" mode is sufficientfor the engagementof
rulesfrom memory and the control of action via attention.
. 'Aware' mode is not seeing,activation of dosrolateralprefrontal cortex may coincide with consciousness
in the form of a feeling of knowing, but, without striate
cortex it is doesnot producevisual qualia.
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